37th Degree X BIFF Academy Short Film Project Contest

BIFF Academy of Busan International Film Festival and 37thDegree, the global moving images production company, together present the Short Film Project Contest to support creative filmmaking activities by Asian filmmakers in the new era deeply affected by the

Deadline
2020.09.07

Contact
shortfilmproject@biff.kr

WEBSITE
HTTPS://RB.GY/HU5A1Z

COUNTRIES
ASIA KOREA

THEME
COVID-19

DISCIPLINE
FILM
COVID-19 pandemic.

Eligibility

- Fiction or documentary short film projects of all genres around 15 minutes in duration.
- The project must be about the 'New Normal'.
- The director must be of Asian Nationality, living and working in Asia
- The director has directed at least one short film.

Deadline  September 7, 2020 (5:00 pm, GMT+9)

How to Apply  Fill out the online application form in English.  http://bitly.kr/0bQlqB8Gbg

Benefits for Selected Projects  Production support fund of maximum 10,000,000 KRW per project

Please see full guidelines